CS492 - Social Implications of Computing
Spring 2022

Prof. Robin Cohen

Time and location: (MWF 830-920am(sec2) (MC4040), 930-1020am(sec1) (MC4040))

This message is dated April 12, 2022.

This note provides some clarification of logistics for CS492.

Students must attend classes ONLY in the section to which they have enrolled (either 830am OR 930am) and any groupwork must be done with students from your section only. This is to enable our class discussions to proceed appropriately. Each student should enrol in the Piazza newsgroup for their section only, as well. Links to these will be provided on the CS492 Spring 2022 website, when it is finalized.

Note that for some reason 830am is called Section 2 while 930am is called Section 1. The newsgroup will be used for various announcements and to continue discussions that were initiated in class, at times. This will also be the place where Position Papers and Joint Communiques of the Role Playing Exercises will be posted. TAs will grade these written exercises and will provide preliminary feedback to students in email.

LEARN will be used for one purpose only: for students to hand in their assignments, in dropboxes (and for feedback and grades to be provided to students, afterwards).

We may occasionally do a broadcast in email to all students in the same section. We will, for instance, try to learn what your preferred first name is, before our first class discussion takes place.

Assignments are not to be discussed on the newsgroup. Piazza is used for different reasons. Email your questions to the instructor and always with a cc to TA Gaurav. Details on our contact info will be provided on the website for the course.